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a b s t r a c t

It is well known that information is encoded in the frequency or amplitude of Ca2+ signal
and then decoded by target protein. However, few models considered both the encoding
and decoding procedures of Ca2+ signal. In this work, aminimal Li–Rinzel model is coupled
with a phosphorylation–dephosphorylation cycle model, which is used to investigate
information transmissions from inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) to target proteins and
their relations. We found that the mean target protein activity increases with the IP3
concentration, and at a low level of stimulation, the target protein can be more efficiently
activated by an oscillatory signal than a constant signal of the same average calcium if Ca2+
acts cooperatively on the kinase. The internal noise resulting from the finite system size is
also taken into account in the combined model.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Calcium signals play an important role in biological functions. Almost everythingwedo is controlled by Ca2+, for example,
how we move, how our heart beats, and how our brain processes and stores information [1]. Ca2+ acts as an intracellular
messenger, carrying information within cells and regulating their activities. It serves various purposes, such as triggering
life at fertilization, controlling the development and differentiation of cells into specialized types, mediating neural activity,
as well as learning or inducing cell death. In this respect, we call it a second messenger. It is only natural that much effort
has been devoted to understanding the functional role of Ca2+ and deciphering how the complex dynamical response is
regulated by the biochemical network of signal transduction pathways [2,3]. Some experiments found that a Ca2+ signal
can encode information via frequency modulation (FM) or amplitude modulation (AM) [4], and it is generally believed that
information is stored in these patterns [5]. Nevertheless, to understand the whole signal transduction pathways by Ca2+,
we need to further uncover how these information-encoded patterns affect protein in the cell.
Since Ca2+ oscillatory behaviorwas discovered,many studies have focused on the encoding or decoding of the oscillatory

Ca2+ signal. For instance, De Pittà et al. [6] used theminimal Li–Rinzel (LR)model to illustrate that the same cell could encode
the information of an external stimulus in FM, AM, or both (amplitude and frequency modulation) of Ca2+ oscillations.
However, in the paper they did not consider the decoding process of the information. Some experimental [7–16] and
theoretical [17–20] studies have extensively investigated how the cell decodes the simple frequency of spiking Ca2+
oscillations. Dupont et al. [21] used a theoretical model which is based on a reversible phosphorylation coupling to study
decoding of Ca2+ signals. However, they concentrated on how the cell responds to repetitive Ca2+ spikes. Salazar et al. [22]
established amodel consisting of the process of a target protein controlled by a Ca2+-activated kinase and the counteracting
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phosphatase. The model focuses onmolecular properties and treats Ca2+ oscillations by a piecewise function instead of real
Ca2+ signals for the convenience of analytic treatments. Larsen et al. [23] proposed amechanistic model of Ca2+ oscillations,
which is capable of reproducing both spiking and bursting Ca2+ oscillations.With thismodel, they investigated the decoding
of Ca2+ signals on the basis of the cooperative binding of Ca2+ to generic effector enzymes. This is one of few theoretical
explorations on both the encoding and decoding of Ca2+ signals. In their work however, they mainly investigated the
decoding dynamical behaviors as well as the spiking or bursting of Ca2+ oscillations.
In the present work, the minimal LR model [24] for cytosolic Ca2+ oscillations, which encode information in the

frequency or amplitude of oscillations, is coupled with a model of a phosphorylation–dephosphorylation cycle process,
which decodes the Ca2+ oscillations. Importantly, the encoding and decoding modules are involved together. Thus, we can
study information propagation from IP3 to the target protein and their relation in such a simplified and combinedmodel.We
try to answer the following several problems:Howsensitively does a target protein respond to the change in the frequency or
amplitude of Ca2+ oscillations?Underwhich conditions are Ca2+ oscillationsmore potent than a constant signal in activating
a target protein?What determines the existence of optimal activating for target protein? How does internal noise influence
Ca2+ signal transduction pathways?
Our paper will be arranged as follows. In Section 2, a combined model with both the encoding and decoding modules of

Ca2+ oscillations is introduced. A simple discussion about the encoding of Ca2+ oscillations for IP3 is given in Section 3. In
Section 4, based on the combined model, we will study the relation between IP3 and the target protein in detail. A summary
is given in the end.

2. The combined model

Our combined model consists of two function modules: one is the Ca2+ signal generation module represented by a two-
variable LR model, and the other is the phosphorylation–dephosphorylation cycle module. They are connected naturally by
the shared Ca2+ concentration.
We use the minimal two-variable LR model to study Ca2+ oscillations in cytoplasm. The variables of LR model used are

the free cytosolic Ca2+ concentration (C) and the fraction of open IP3 receptor subunits (h), whose dynamical behaviors are
controlled by the following rate equations,

dC
dt
= Jchan(C, I)+ Jleak(C)− Jpump(C), (1)

dh
dt
=
h∞ − h
τh

. (2)

The dynamics of C is controlled by the three fluxes: (1) a Ca2+ release (Jchan), which is gated by Ca2+ and IP3 concentration
(I), (2) a passive leak of Ca2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to cytosol (Jleak), and (3) an active uptake of Ca2+ into ER
(Jpump) due to the action pumps. These fluxes can be expressed as

Jchan(C, I) = v1m3∞h
3
[C0 − (1+ c1)C],

Jleak(C) = v2[C0 − (1+ c1)C],

Jpump(C) =
v3C2

K 23 + C2
.

The gating variables and their time scales are given by m∞ = I
I+d1

C
C+d5

, h∞ =
Q2
Q2+C

, and τh = 1
a2(Q2+C)

with Q2 =
I+d1
I+d3
d2.

For more details about the two-variable LR model, see Ref. [24].
In the phosphorylation–dephosphorylation cyclemodule, the dynamical variables are the fraction of active kinase (Y ) and

physphorylated (active) target protein (X). In activation–inactivation cycle of a target protein X , it is activated (inactivated)
by phosphorylation (dephosphorylation) through a Ca2+-dependent kinase Y (phosphatase). Cooperative activation of the
kinase by Ca2+ is described by the binding of n ions of Ca2+, such as Ca2+- or calmodulin-dependent kinases [25,26]. The Ca2+
oscillatory signal is introduced by the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration (C) from the first module. Therefore, the rate equations
are

dY
dt
= αYCn(1− Y )− βYY , (3)

dX
dt
= αXYTY (1− X)− βXX, (4)

where YT represents the total concentration of kinase,αY andβY are the rate constants of Ca2+ binding and release processes,
respectively, and αX and βX are those for phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, respectively.
Considering the fact that inmany cases Ca2+ binding ismuch faster than the (de)phosphorylation reactions and assuming

dY/dt ≈ 0, we obtain

Y =
αYCn

βY + αYCn
.
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Fig. 1. Schematic show of the combined model. Jchan , Jleak , and Jpump represent the Ca2+ fluxes between the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the
cytoplasm. Yinactive and Yactive denote the inactive and active Ca2+-dependent kinases, respectively, and Xinactive and Xactive denote the dephosphorylated
and phosphorylated target proteins, respectively. ‘+’ represents positive feedback. αY and βY are the rate constants of Ca2+ binding and release, and αX
and βX are the rate constants of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation.

Consequently, Eq. (4) becomes

dX
dt
= α(C)− (α(C)+ β)X, (5)

where we denote β = βX for simplicity and the phosphorylation rate takes the form of the Hill equation

α(C) = α̂
(C/KC )n

(C/KC )n + 1
,

where α̂ = αXYT , the half saturation constant KC = n
√
βY/αY , and the Hill-coefficient is n. The parameters are set to be:

v1 = 6 s−1, v2 = 0.11 s−1, v3 = 0.9 s−1, C0 = 2 µM, c1 = 0.185, K3 = 0.1 µM, d1 = 0.13 µM, d2 = 1.049 µM,
d3 = 0.9434 µM, d5 = 0.08234 µM, a2 = 0.2 µM−1 s−1, KC = 1 µM, β = 0.1 s−1, and α̂/β = 10, which are unchanged
throughout the paper.
The whole combined model with the dynamical process is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Some merits are: (1) now the

Ca2+ oscillatory signal is from a realistic model, not a piecewise function as studied in Ref. [22], and (2) the whole route of
information propagation from IP3 to the target protein can be studied coherently in a simple model.

3. Encoding of Ca2+ oscillation for IP3

In the study of dynamics of Ca2+ oscillation, by using the same two-variable LR model, De Pittà et al. [6] found that
under the condition of the parameter K3 = 0.1, oscillations are born via a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at I = 0.355 and
die via a subcritical Hopf bifurcation at I = 0.637. We study the dynamics of the AM encoding first. Experiments [27–29]
demonstrated that Ca2+ signals in cells are oscillatory, so we choose I from 0.36 to 0.63 andmake Ca2+ signals in oscillatory
area. Fig. 2a and b obviously show that the amplitude of Ca2+ oscillations increases as I increases and the frequency is nearly
unchanged. The huge difference in spike amplitudes is particularly relevant to the high inhomogeneity of Ca2+ concentration
in different subcellular components, for example, the high concentration in the ER and nearby motochondria and the low
concentration in the bulk cytoplasm [22]. Although in the literature [4] some researchers pointed out the significance of the
AM encoding of Ca2+ signals, direct experiments are still lacking.
Research indicated that under some conditions, variations by extracellular stimulus in the level of IP3 can lead to FM [30].

De Pittà et al. [6] also found that the case of varying K3 can lead to the FM of Ca2+ oscillation, if we choose parameters for
an excitable behavior of oscillation. As opposed to Fig. 2a and b, Fig. 2c and d clearly show that with the increase of I , the
amplitude is nearly unchanged and the period of Ca2+ oscillations greatly decreases instead. In this respect, we refer it to
FM encoding. Here I varies from 0.55 to 0.85. K3 = 0.051. The same as the AM encoding, the FM encoding plays important
roles in some important physiological functions [1]. For example, arteries are made to dilate by increasing the frequency of
Ca2+ sparks, which cause the smoothmuscle lining the arteries to relax [31,32], and by varying the frequency of global Ca2+
signals, different genes can be activated [7].

4. Decoding of target protein for IP3

Although it is known that IP3 is also a secondmessenger, which encodes the level of extracellular stimulus in its strength,
in our combined model, we only consider that the concentration of IP3 is constant and unchanged with time. In this section,
based on the combinedmodel, the relation between IP3 and the target proteinwill be investigated numerically,with focus on
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a b

c d

Fig. 2. (a) and (b) The plots of amplitude and period of the Ca2+ oscillation of the AM encoding process versus the concentration of IP3 , described by the
LR model. K3 = 0.1. (c) and (d) are the same as (a) and (b) with the FM encoding process considered, instead. K3 = 0.051.

a

b

Fig. 3. Bifurcation diagrams for the combined model with K3 = 0.1 (a) and K3 = 0.051 (b). (−) stable fixed point, (−−) unstable fixed point, (•) stable
limit cycles, (◦) unstable limit cycles.

the impacts of the frequency or amplitude of Ca2+ oscillations, the oscillatory or constant signal of Ca2+, and the parameters
Kc and β . In the end, we consider the effect of internal noise.

4.1. The global dynamics of the combined model

We illustrate the bifurcation diagrams with the variation of IP3 in Fig. 3a and b for the two different parameters K3 = 0.1
and 0.051, respectively. In Fig. 3a, the oscillations are born via a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at [IP3] ' 0.355 µM and die
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a b

c d

Fig. 4. (a) and (c) The mean target activity X̄ is plotted against the concentration of IP3 in the AM and FM decodings, respectively. (b) and (d) The plots of
time course of C (dash line) and X (solid line) in the AM and FM decodings, respectively. I = 0.6 and n = 4.

via a subcritical Hopf bifurcation at [IP3] ' 0.637 µM. In Fig. 3b four bifurcations exist: a saddle node and a SNIC (saddle
node on invariant circle) bifurcations at [IP3] ' 0.479 µM and [IP3] ' 0.526 µM, and two subcritical Hopf bifurcations at
[IP3] ' 0.51 µM and [IP3] ' 0.857 µM. These bifurcation diagrams are plotted with the software XPPAUT.

4.2. The impact of frequency or amplitude of Ca2+ oscillations

By using Eqs. (1), (2) and (5), we investigate how target protein decodes signals and uses the mean target activity X̄ to
quantify the intensity of the response of target protein. First, we study the decoding AM process of Ca2+ signal, with the
parameter K3 = 0.1 within the AM regime. The result is shown in Fig. 4a, which clearly exhibits a monotonic increase
between the X̄ and the concentration of IP3. Because the variation in concentration of IP3 encodes the information of
extracellular stimulus, such as the transduction hormone and neurotransmitter, the relation between X̄ and IP3 presented
in Fig. 4a can be regarded as a decoding of target for IP3. This monotonic increase relation can be easily understood.With the
increase of IP3, the amplitude of Ca2+ oscillations becomes larger (see Fig. 2a), so its average concentration, the fractions of
active kinaseY , and then themean target activity X̄ . In Fig. 4b,weplot the time course of the free cytosolic Ca2+ concentration
C (dashed line) and the fraction of physphorylated (active) target protein X (solid line) with a long transient time discarded.
They show a clear coherent relationship with a small time lag of the oscillation peaks between the target protein (X) and
the Ca2+ (C), indicative of the direction of signal transportation from the cytosolic Ca2+ to the target protein.
The corresponding decoding FM oscillation is also studied. Similar to the case in AM oscillations, X̄ increases with an

increase in the concentration of IP3, and the oscillation of target protein falls behind the oscillation of Ca2+ (Fig. 4c and d).
However, different from the quasi-harmonic dynamics in Fig. 4(b), now the oscillation of target protein is excitable with a
clear two-time-scale behavior. From these observations, we know that both IP3 and Ca2+ deliver information coming from
an extracellular stimulus to target protein, to realize their roles as second messengers.

4.3. The impact of oscillatory or constant signal

In the above subsection, we already explore how the target activity responses to oscillatory Ca2+ signals. In this
subsection, wemay further compare the results achieved by constant signals and frequency-encoded or amplitude-encoded
oscillatory signals of the same average calcium. Instead of computing Eqs. (1), (2) and (5), we calculate the average Ca2+
concentrations by Eqs. (1) and (2) after the Ca2+ oscillations already reach a stable periodic state, substitute C with the
average Ca2+ concentrations C̄ into Eq. (5), get the new dynamics of the mean target activity X̄ for the constant signals, and
compare the results.
Previous model and experimental studies using simple spiking Ca2+ oscillations have shown that an oscillatory Ca2+

signal can decrease the effective calcium threshold for the activation of an enzyme [7,9,17,18], and thus is more efficient,
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a b
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Fig. 5. The comparison of the mean target activity X̄ in response to oscillatory (open circles) and constant (solid circles) signals. (a) and (c) n = 1 for the
Ca2+ binding in AM and FM decodings, respectively. (b) and (d) The same as (a) and (c) for the cooperative behaviors (n = 4 instead).

compared with a constant signal. In our model study, we find that in the absence of cooperativity in Ca2+ binding (n = 1),
surprisingly a constant signal is always more efficient in activating the target protein than an oscillatory signal under the
condition of low stimulus in decoding either AM (as shown in Fig. 5a) or FM oscillations (the corresponding Fig. 5c), whereas
if the kinase is activated cooperatively by Ca2+ (e.g., n = 4), an oscillatory signal is considerably enhanced and is more
efficient for both AM (Fig. 5b) and FM (Fig. 5d) oscillations. In our calculation, for instance, we obtain the average Ca2+
concentration C̄ = 0.2990 µM at I = 0.6 µM in AM oscillations and the mean target activity X̄ = 0.1472 µM, which
is much larger than X̄ = 0.0731 µM under the constant Ca2+. Similar results are obtained for the FM oscillations, e.g., at
I = 0.6 µM, X̄ = 0.2769 µM induced by an oscillatory signal is much larger than X̄ = 0.0097 µM induced by a constant
signal C̄ = 0.1771 µM.
As a result,we know that under the condition of a low level of stimulation, Ca2+ oscillations aremore potent than constant

signals of the same average calcium in activating a target protein if the kinase is activated cooperatively by Ca2+. This is
correct for both the amplitude and the frequency encodings. Herewe show that cooperativity in Ca2+ binding offers a simple
way to decode AM or FM oscillations into target protein activities. This finding is in good agreement with the observations
of some other researchers, who suggested that Ca2+ oscillations are advantageous due to the efficiency of gene expression
[7,33]. More importantly, this finding discovers that a cooperative binding Ca2+ (n > 1) is preferred, which fits qualitatively
well with the experimental data (n ≈ 4.4) in Refs. [34–41], and clearly shows that the nonlinear interaction might play an
important role.

4.4. The impact of parameters KC and β

As shown in Eqs. (1), (2) and (5), KC is the ratio of Ca2+ release and binding, and β is used to quantify the speed of the
activation and inactivation processes. In this subsection, we intend to investigate how these two parameters influence the
mean target activity X̄ .
Fig. 6a shows that how the mean target activity X̄ changes with the parameter β with the cooperative Ca2+ binding

(n = 4). The FM decoding is studied. From this plot, we can see that the target proteins with slow activation–inactivation
cycles (small β) are more efficiently activated. To get a clear relationship between X̄ with the two parameters β and KC ,
we numerically integrate Eqs. (1), (2) and (5) and study their relation in Fig. 6b, where the contours of the mean target
activity X̄ are plotted on the plane (β, KC ) with darker (brighter) gray color indicating smaller (larger) values of X̄ . These
two parameters are considered on a physiological scale. One can see that X̄ is larger for smaller β and KC . It might be
understandable, as a smaller KC indicates that the Ca2+ binding kinase Y is faster than Ca2+ release and a smaller β indicates
that the dephosphorylation is slower. Similar results can be obtained for the case that the Ca2+ oscillations are amplitude-
encoded (data not shown here).
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a

b

Fig. 6. The study on the parameter dependence. (a) X̄ vs β . n = 4. From top to bottom: β = 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 s−1 . (b) X̄ is plotted as a function of β and
KC . I = 0.6, n = 4.

Finally, to show our findings are general, we consider the case that the kinase is slowly activated and we do not treat it
as always staying at the binding equilibrium as we do previously. All Eqs. (1)–(4) are integrated; the results are shown in
Fig. 7a and b, with qualitatively unchanged patterns as Fig. 5c and d. The parameters αY , βY , αX , βX , and YT are the same as
those in Ref. [21] with other parameters unchanged. Obviously X̄ increases with IP3 and again Ca2+ oscillations are more
potent than constant signals of the same average calcium in activating a target protein. Here the FM encoding is considered
and the results are unchanged for the AM encoding.

4.5. The impact of internal noise in the combined model

The dynamics of the processes involving macroscopically large quantities can be well described by the rate equations,
e.g., Eqs. (1), (2) and (5), which are deterministic equations and characterize the change of continuous concentrations of the
participating species with time. However, biochemical reactions in the cell involve only a small number of molecules due
to small cell volume and, thus, internal fluctuations cannot be neglected. Theoretically, biochemical reactions in the cell are
governed by a chemical master equation. The exact stochastic simulation algorithm introduced by Gillespie [42] has been
widely used and studied. To solve the problem of too much time being consumed when the system size is large, Gillespie
further developed a chemical Langevinmethod [43]. In this section, we use this chemical Langevinmethod and take internal
noise into account.
Supposing the average concentration of target protein in cells is 1 µM and still using X representing concentration of

active target protein, we obtain the chemical Langevin equations for the combined model

dC
dt
= Jchan(C, I)+ Jleak(C)− Jpump(C)+

1
√
V
(
√
Jchan(C, I)ξ1 +

√
Jleak(C)ξ2 −

√
Jpump(C)ξ3), (6)

dh
dt
=
h∞ − h
τh

, (7)

dX
dt
= α(C)− (α(C)+ β)X +

1
√
V
(
√
α(C)ξ4 −

√
(α(C)+ β)Xξ5), (8)

where ξi=1,...,5(t) are Gaussian white noises with 〈ξi(t)〉 = 0 and 〈ξi(t)ξj(t ′)〉 = δijδ(t − t ′). V is system size, and the
magnitude of the internal noise could be tuned by changing V . If V → ∞, Eqs. (6)–(8) are equal to the deterministic rate
equations (Eqs. (1), (2) and (5)).
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a

b

Fig. 7. (a) and (b) The same as Fig. 5(c) and (d) with the dynamical behavior of Y considered, for n = 1 (the non-cooperative behavior) and n = 4
(the cooperative behavior), respectively. The FM decoding is studied. The parameters are αY = 20 µM−1min−1 , βY = 4 min−1 , αX = 1 µM−1min−1 ,
βX = 0.2 min−1 , and YT = 1 µM, and others are unchanged.

a

b

Fig. 8. (a) Temporal courses of X at three volumes in the AM decoding. V = 102 (dashed line), V = 103 (dot line) and V = 105 (solid line). (b) Smoothed
power spectra for the stochastic oscillation of X from (a). I = 0.6, n = 4.

In order to elucidate the effects of internal noise on the combined model, temporal courses of X at different volumes and
the corresponding power spectra of these temporal courses are presented in Fig. 8. Fig. 8a shows thatwith the increase of the
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Fig. 9. The mean target activity X̄ is plotted against the concentration of IP3 in the AM decoding for the three different system sizes, V = 102 (H), 103 (N),
and 105 (�). In contrast, the result in Fig. 4a from the deterministic model is replotted (solid line).

system size, e.g., from V = 102 µM3 to V = 105 µM3 via V = 103 µM3, the motion of the X oscillations gets more periodic
and less random. This finding can be well confirmed by the plots of the smoothed power spectra of X in Fig. 8b, which are
obtained by a Welch window function during the estimation of the power spectrum and smoothed by averaging over 50
nearest points. We also find that the main frequency is unchanged in these three power spectra. To better understand the
influence of internal noise, we plot the mean target activity X̄ with the change of concentration of IP3 at these three system
sizes in Fig. 9, where the value of X̄ from the stochasticmodel approaches to that from the deterministicmodel as the system
size increases. This result is unchanged for the FM decoding (data are not shown here).

5. Summary

In this paper, we have constructed a combined model, which couples a minimal LR model and a phosphorylation–
dephosphorylation cycle processmodel, and studied the informationpropagation from IP3 to a target protein,which includes
both the information encoding and decoding processes. The average target protein activity as a function of IP3, which
represents extracellular stimulus, is mainly explored. The major findings are: (1) The mean target activity X̄ increases with
the increase of the concentration of IP3 and the peak of the oscillation of the target protein falls behind that of Ca2+ either
in decoding AM oscillation or in FM oscillation. (2) The target proteins are more efficiently activated by oscillatory than
constant signals if Ca2+ acts cooperatively on the kinase at low level of stimulation irrespectively that the information has
been encoded in the amplitude or frequency of oscillations. (3) The parameters KC and β also significantly determine the
final X̄ . In the end, we study the influence of internal noise on Ca2+ signal transduction pathways. Obviously our combined
model is able to reproduce the main features of Ca2+ encoding and decoding that have been observed in detailed models
[17,20,22,44], and the nonlinear effect naturally rises from the cooperative Ca2+ binding to the kinase. Other nonlinear
mechanisms, such as multiple phosphorylation and feedback regulatory loops, will be considered in the future. Finally, it
should be emphasized that what we have done in this work is to construct a simple model, which is capable of qualitatively
reproducing the results experimentally observable. Thus, it does not necessarily include all possible physiological events
in details. For example, we do not consider the dynamics of IP3, which actually oscillates with the cytoplasmic Ca2+
concentration, according to the recent studies. In future, we will include the IP3 dynamics and try to reconstruct and study
the whole Ca2+ signaling pathway from the extracellular hormone to the target gene in the nucleus.
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